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(57) ABSTRACT 
The winding testing unit provides systems and methods for 
determining normal and/or abnormal characteristic signa-
tures of same-voltage windings residing in a device, such as 
transformer, without the need for a comparison to past 
historical data. A plurality of characteristic signatures [H(f) 
's] are determined for each of a plurality of windings. A 
plurality of differential characteristic signatures [H(f)'s] are 
then determined from a plurality of H(f) pairs selected from 
the plurality of H(f)'s. The differential H(f)'s are compared 
and at least one significant asymmetry is identified between 
the differential H(f)'s. 
29 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MULTIPLE 
WINDING IMPULSE FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE ANALYSIS TEST 
CLAIM OF PRIORITY 
This document claims priority to and the benefit of the 
filing date of and commonly assigned provisional applica-
tion entitled "OBJECTIVE WINDING ASYMMETRY 
TEST FOR THE THREE PHASES OF POWER TRANS-
FORMER WINDINGS," assigned Ser. No. 60/349,535, 
filed Jan. 18, 2002, now abandoned, which is hereby incor-
porated herein by reference. 
TECHNICAL FIELD 
The present invention relates generally to energy delivery 
systems, and more particularly, to systems and methods for 
testing winding and winding connection displacements in a 
transformer. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Electric utilities and other organizations are responsible 
for supplying an economic, reliable and safe source of 
electricity. Three major components are employed in an 
energy delivery system to provide the electricity to the end 
user, the generator, the transmission line and the transformer. 
The transformer is a device that changes voltage or a 
power angle. Generally, voltage from the generator is a 
lower voltage than used by the transmission lines that 
transmit the electricity to the end user. Furthermore, the 
voltage used by the end user is much lower than voltage used 
by the transmission lines. Thus, one exemplary purpose of 
the transformer is to couple elements of an energy delivery 
system that operate at different voltages. 
Transformers come in many different sizes, shapes and 
constructions. Typically, transformer rating corresponds to 
the capacity of the transformer. The rating is typically 
specified as the product of the maximum voltage and 
current, as measured from one side of the transformer, that 
the transformer is capable of converting at a particular 
operating condition. Such operating conditions include tem-
perature and/or altitude. For example, a 500/230 kV trans-
former may be rated at 300 MVA (3,000 kilo-volt-amps) 
when operating at sea level and at 65° Celsius rise above 
ambient. Transformers may be constructed as separately 
insulated winding transformers or as auto transformers 
(where the low voltage winding is a portion of the overall or 
high voltage winding). Both designs occur as single phase or 
multiple phase transformers. The operating voltages, ratings 
and winding types of transformers employed in the industry, 
well known to one skilled in the art, are too numerous to 
describe in detail here other than to the extent necessary to 
understand the present deficiencies in the prior art. 
5 
2 
around the windings may vary. Paper, impregnated with oil, 
is often used. Other types of transformers may use only 
paper, or may use another suitable material such as a 
"polymeric compound." 
Maintaining the electrical insulation within and/or 
between the windings is absolutely essential for the proper 
operation of a transformer. In the event that the electrical 
insulation is breached, such that electricity passes from one 
winding coil across the breach to another winding coil, 
10 special protective devices will operate to disconnect the 
transformer from the electrical system. The devices, by 
removing electricity applied to the transformer, interrupt the 
undesirable current flow through the insulation breach to 
minimize damage to the transformer. This condition is 
15 commonly referred to in the industry as a "transformer 
fault." 
Transformer faults are undesirable for at least two major 
reasons. First, end users may become separated from the 
energy delivery system, thereby loosing their electrical 
20 service. Second, transformer faults may result in large 
magnitudes of current flow, known as fault current, across 
the breach and through the transformer windings. Also, 
faults occurring on the energy delivery system at locations 
relatively close to the transformer may result in large fault 
25 currents flowing through the transformer. Often, fault cur-
rent may be orders of magnitude greater than the highest 
level of normal operating current that the transformer was 
designed to carry. Such fault currents may cause severe 
physical damage to the transformer. For example, a fault 
30 current may physically bend portions of the transformer 
winding (winding deformation) and/or move the windings 
out of their original position in the transformer (winding 
displacement). Such winding deformation and/or displace-
ment can cause over-voltage stresses on portions of the 
35 winding insulation and exacerbate the process of the natu-
rally occurring deterioration of the winding insulation that 
occurs over a period of time. The fault current may further 
increase damage to the insulation, or damage insulation of 
adjacent windings, thereby increasing the magnitude and 
40 severity of the fault. In the most extreme cases, the fault 
current may cause an ignition in the transformer oil, result-
ing in a breach of the transformer casing and a subsequent 
fire or explosion. 
Therefore, it is desirable to ensure the integrity of the 
45 transformer winding insulation. Once a transformer fault 
occurs, it is usually too late to minimize transformer damage 
and to reduce the period of electrical outage. The electric 
utility industry takes a variety of precautionary steps to 
ensure the integrity of winding insulation in transformers. 
50 One important precautionary step includes periodic testing 
of the transformer. Various tests are used to predict a 
probability of a future fault. One test commonly employed 
in the industry to detect winding deformation and/or dis-
placement is the low voltage impulse test. 
Prior art low voltage impulse tests present many unique 
problems. One significant problem is that a precise, repeat-
able input testing signal or pulse of known energy content to 
be sufficient for the test must be applied to the input terminal 
of the tested transformer winding when prior art frequency 
All transformers, independent of size, rating and operat- 55 
ing voltage, have several common characteristics. First, the 
transformer is constructed from one or more windings, each 
winding having a plurality of individual coils arranged and 
connected in an end-to-end fashion. In some transformers, 
the winding is made by wrapping a wire around a laminated 
solid member, called a core. Alternatively, there may be no 
core. However, in all transformers, the individual winding 
turns must be electrically isolated from each other. An 
insulation material is wrapped around the wires such that 
when the plurality of coils are made, the metal wires of each 
winding are physically and electrically separated, or 
insulated, from each other. Insulation materials wrapped 
60 response analysis techniques are used to measure the fre-
quency response of the transformer winding. If the applied 
input test signals/pulses are not identical to each other, the 
resultant characteristic signature of the tested transformer 
windings will not be accurate. For example, the prior art has 
65 no objective test accuracy or bandwidth limit analysis, so an 
unknown pulse at the input will compromise the test result 
without detection. In addition, the time delay between pulse 
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applications for the prior art should be constant to prevent 
random distortion of the input pulse which affects the 
characteristic signature. For example, if the pulse intervals 
are not constant, the energy storage remaining in the trans-
former winding configuration will be different between 
pulses, thus altering the load impedance of the transformer 
and therefore, changing the parameters (frequency energy 
content) of the applied pulse. Furthermore, test signal/pulse 
generators or test pulse generators capable of providing such 
exact and repetitive input signals or pulses are expensive. 
One technique of testing for an off-line, or de-energized, 
transformer winding deformation compares the characteris-
tic signature [H(t)] for a winding over time. Changes in H(t) 
indicate winding deformation and/or displacement. H(t) is 
determined using a unique computational method fully 
described in the U.S. utility patent to Coffeen entitled, 
"SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OFF-LINE IMPULSE 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS TEST," having 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,369,582, filed on May 3, 2001, and issued to 
patent on Apr. 9, 2002, which is incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety. 
To derive H(t) for a winding under the U.S. Pat. No. 
6,369,582 patent to Coffeen, a suitable number of input 
pulses or signals, provided by a pulse or signal generator, are 
applied to the winding. When this test is performed on a 
transformer, the transformer is offline. That is, the trans-
former has been disconnected from the electric system and 
is in a fully discharged, de-energized state. 
After the test pulses or signals are applied to the winding, 
the auto-spectral density (Gxx) is calculated. Gxx is defined 
by the complex conjugate of the fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) of the input pulse or signal times the FFT of the same 
impulse or signal. The cross-spectral density (Gxy) is also 
calculated. Gxy is defined by the complex conjugate of the 
FFT of the input pulse times the FFT of the output pulse. The 
characteristic signature [H(t)] for the winding equals the 
average of the Gxy' s divided by the average of the Gxx' s for 
the respective pairs of input and output pulses or signals. 
Preferably, input pulses or signals are slightly different, or 
even very different, from each other. 
Once H(t) is determined for the winding, the determined 
H(t) is compared with another earlier determined H(t) for 
that winding. Winding deformation and/or displacement can 
be determined by comparing the most recent H(t) with an 
earlier determined H(t). 
Another technique of testing for transformer winding 
deformation also compares the characteristic signature 
[H(t)] for a winding over time. Here, the transformer is on 
on-line, or energized. The characteristic signature H(t) is 
determined using a unique computational method fully 
described in the U.S. utility patent to Coffeen entitled, 
"SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ON-LINE IMPULSE 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS TEST," having 
U.S. application Ser. No. 09/848,921, filed on May 3, 2001, 
which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
To derive H(t) for a winding under the Ser. No. 09/848, 
921 patent application to Coffeen, input pulses or signals 
that result from events out on the electric system propagate 
through the winding. Accordingly, the transformer is 
on-line. That is, the transformer remains connected to the 
electric system and is in a fully energized state. 
Incoming voltage pulses due to abrupt changes in current 
4 
and output pulses. However, the electrical characteristics of 
these pulses, such as the current, voltage, frequency, wave 
shape and/or energy are unpredictable and vary randomly 
from pulse to pulse. Not all pulses will have sufficient energy 
5 to generate useable information that can be used to calculate 
spectral densities for all the frequencies of interest. Some 
pulses may have sufficient energy so that the spectral den-
sities for all of the frequencies of interest are calculated. 
Other pulses will have sufficient energy in some frequencies 
10 
so that spectral densities for some portions of the frequen-
cies of interest are calculated. Accordingly, the on-line 
winding test unit monitors a winding and records the input 
and output pulses. Logic is executed that analyzes the input 
and output pulses by way of spectral densities to identify 
useable H(t) data, which is further processed to build a 
15 characteristic signature H(t) from the pieces of usable data. 
When a sufficient record of useable H(t) data portions are 
accumulated, a complete characteristic signature, H(t), for 
the monitored winding is constructed. Winding deformation 
and/or displacement can be determined by comparing the 
20 most recent computed H(t) with an earlier determined H(t). 
However, the above-described systems that detect trans-
former winding deformation and/or displacement requires 
historical H(t) information that is compared to the currently 
determined H(t) information. Therefore, it is desirable to 
25 have a valid and reliable testing system and method that does 
not require historical H(t) information. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The winding testing unit provides systems and methods 
for determining normal and/or abnormal characteristic sig-
30 natures of same-voltage windings residing in a device, such 
as transformer, without the need for a comparison to past 
historical data. Briefly described, in architecture, one 
embodiment among others includes an input signal sensor 
configured to detect a plurality of input signals entering a 
35 plurality of corresponding windings; an output signal sensor 
configured to detect a plurality of output signals, each one of 
the output signals corresponding to one of the input signals 
after the corresponding input signal has propagated through 
one of the plurality of windings; and a processor commu-
40 nicatively coupled to the signal generator and to the sensor, 
the processor programmed to compute a plurality of unique 
characteristic signatures [H(t)' s] from one of the plurality of 
input signals and the corresponding output signal, config-
ured to compute a unique plurality of differential H(t)'s from 
45 a plurality of H(t) pairs selected from the plurality of H(t)'s, 
and further configured to compare the plurality of differen-
tial H(t)'s to identify asymmetries. 
Another embodiment can be conceptualized as a method. 
The method can be summarized by the following steps: 
50 determining a plurality of characteristic signatures [H(t)'s] 
for each of a plurality of windings, determining a plurality 
of differential characteristic signatures [H(t)'s] from a plu-
rality of H(t) pairs selected from the plurality of H(t)'s, 
comparing the differential H(t)'s and identifying at least one 
55 significant asymmetry between the differential H(t)'s. 
Other systems, methods, features, and advantages of the 
present invention will be or become apparent to one with 
skill in the art upon examination of the following drawings 
and detailed description. It is intended that all such addi-
60 tional systems, methods, features, and advantages be 
included within this description, be within the scope of the 
present invention, and be protected by the accompanying 
claims. 
or voltage originating elsewhere on the energy delivery 
system are detected. An output pulse is detected after the 65 
input pulse has propagated through the monitored winding. 
Spectral densities are determined from these detected input 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The winding test systems and methods, as defined in the 
claims, can be better understood with reference to the 
US 6,853,939 B2 
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following drawings. The components within the drawings 
are not necessarily to scale relative to each other, emphasis 
instead being placed on clearly illustrating the principles of 
the winding test system and method. 
FIG. 1 is a simplified conceptual diagram of an embodi-
ment of a winding test unit coupled to a transformer. 
FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating an overview of the 
winding testing process and method. 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a winding 
test unit coupled to an off-line transformer. 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating selected components 
residing in the winding test unit configured to test the 
off-line transformer of FIG. 3. 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a winding 
test unit coupled to an on-line transformer. 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating selected components 
residing in the winding test unit configured to test the on-line 
transformer of FIG. 5. 
6 
Each high voltage bushing 104, 106 and 108 has a 
corresponding terminal 110, 112 and 114 for coupling the 
high voltage side of transformer 102 to a high voltage 
portion the energy delivery system (not shown). Trans-
5 former 102 also includes three low voltage bushings 116, 
118 and 120. Low voltage bushings 116, 118 and 120 each 
have a terminal 122 used to couple transformer 102 to a low 
voltage portion of the energy delivery system (not shown). 
A neutral bushing 124, having a terminal 126, also resides on 
10 
transformer 102. As well known in the art, high voltage 
bushings 104, 106 and 108 have wire leads (not shown) 
which couple the terminals 110, 112 and 114 to the high 
voltage side of the windings (not shown) residing in trans-
former 102. Likewise, low voltage bushings 116, 118 and 
15 
120 have wire leads (not shown) coupling terminals 122 
with the low voltage side of the windings (not shown) 
residing in transformer 102. Neutral bushing 124 also 
includes a wire connector coupling terminal 126 to an 
internal common point (not shown) associated with the 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a winding 20 
test unit coupled to a plurality of terminals of a transformer. 
windings (not shown) residing in transformer 102. The 
above-described configuration and construction of the inter-
nal components of transformer 102 are well known in the art 
and are not described in further detail other than to the extent 
necessary to understand the operation and functioning of 
For convenience of illustration, elements among the sev-
eral figures that are similar to each other may bear the same 
reference numerals. Such elements bearing the same refer-
ence numerals may be considered to be like elements; 25 
however, since these like numeraled elements are incidental 
to the operation of the present invention which utilizes 
existing portions of a communication network, one skilled in 
the art will realize that like numeraled elements among the 
several figures need not be identical, as any variations of 30 
such elements will not adversely affect the functioning and 
performance of the present invention. Furthermore, like 
elements that are like-numbered may be described in detail 
only in the first instance of occurrence, and not described in 
detail again when occurring in Subsequent figures. 35 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF IBE 
INVENTION 
these components when tested by the winding test unit 100. 
Winding test unit 100 is coupled to the bushing terminals 
110, 112 and 114 of transformer 102, via connections 128, 
130 and 132, respectively. For convenience of illustration, 
simplified connections are shown. As will be clarified below, 
connections between the winding test unit 100 and trans-
former 102 will vary depending upon the configuration 
and/or the operating state of the transformer 102, and upon 
the embodiment of the winding test unit 100 employed for 
testing. 
The exemplary transformer 102 illustrated in FIG. 1 is 
commonly known as a three phase transformer. Thus, the 
terminals of the three high voltage bushings 104, 106 and 
108 are coupled to the terminals of the low voltage bushings 
116, 118 and 120 via the windings (not shown) residing A Overview of the Transformer Testing System and 
Method 
FIG. 1 is a simplified conceptual diagram of an embodi-
ment of a winding test unit 100 coupled to a transformer 102. 
Winding test unit 100 provides for determining normal 
and/or abnormal characteristic signatures of same-voltage 
windings residing in a device, such as transformer 102, 
without the need for a comparison to past historical data, 
and, in one embodiment, without the need for subjective 
expert opinions, by identifying significant asymmetries in 
differential characteristic signatures [H(f)'s]. Differential 
H(f)'s are, in one embodiment, determined by computing the 
difference between pairs of H(f)'s determined for a plurality 
of transformer windings. 
40 inside transformer 102. The nomenclature typically 
employed within the industry to identify the three phases 
are: phase A, phase B and phase C. Thus, a transformer 102 
configured for a three phase operation would have one high 
voltage bushing and one low voltage bushing each associ-
45 ated with phase A, with phase B and with phase C. For 
example, high voltage bushing 104 and low voltage bushing 
116 may be associated with phase A in transformer 102. 
Similarly, high voltage bushing 106 and low voltage bushing 
118 may be associated with phase B, and high voltage 
50 bushing 108 and low voltage bushing 120 may be associated 
with phase C. 
In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, 
characteristic signatures [H(f)'s] are determined for wind-
ings of interest. For convenience, a first characteristic sig-
nature H(f)l is determined for the winding(s) between the 
high side bushing 104 terminal 110 and the neutral bushing 
124 terminal 126. As described greater detail below, an input 
signal or pulse is detected at terminal 110 and a correspond-
ing output pulse is detected at the terminal 126 by the 
Transformer 102 is a well known voltage conversion 
device employed in energy delivery systems. Transformer 
102 is illustrated for convenience as a three phase trans- 55 
former unit as having three high voltage bushings 104, 106 
and 108. For simplicity, detailed operation of the trans-
former 102, and many of the individual components asso-
ciated with transformer 102 are not described in detail 
herein, other than to the extent necessary to understand the 
operation and functioning of transformer 102 when tested by 
embodiments of the winding test unit 100. Thus, one skilled 
60 winding test unit 100. 
H(f)l is a plot of the characteristic signature H(f) deter-
mined over a high frequency range, illustrated for conve-
nience as between 0 Hz and 5.0 MHz (although any suitable 
frequency range may be employed so long as a meaningful 
in the art will appreciate that the simplified diagram of 
transformer 102 illustrates only a few of the many trans-
former components residing on the outside of transformer 
102 and none of the internal components residing inside 
transformer 102. 
65 H(f)l is determined). Similarly, a second characteristic 
signature H(f)2 is determined for the winding(s) between the 
high side bushing 106 terminal 112 and the neutral bushing 
US 6,853,939 B2 
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124 terminal 126. A third characteristic signature H(t)3 is 
determined for the winding(s) between the high side bushing 
108 terminal 114 and the neutral bushing 124 terminal 126. 
Generally, corresponding windings in multi-phase trans-
formers are similarly constructed within the normal limits of 
good manufacturing quality control. Although some varia-
tion between windings is expected, the similarity in con-
struction of corresponding windings results in similar elec-
trical performance characteristics throughout the test 
frequency range. That is, if the voltage is 132 kV for one 
winding, similar construction of the other 132 kV windings 
results in a predictable amount of asymmetry between 
same-voltage windings in good operating condition (no 
significant winding deformation, displacement, and/or insu-
lation degradation). Accordingly, the characteristic 
signatures, H(t)'s, have detectable and uniform similarities 
that produce a reasonable limit to the amount of asymmetry 
between the H(t)'s for pairs of windings for normal winding 
configurations. 
8 
In one embodiment, the asymmetrical number, referred to 
as a weighted normalized difference number (WND), is 
computed. As described in greater detail below, a WND 
value for each pair of windings in one embodiment is 
5 generally calculated by first determining a difference 
between two H(t)'s at each frequency bin over the frequency 
range of interest, thereby determining a plurality of data 
values. (A frequency bin is a small predefined portion of the 
frequency range of interest that is used for computational 
10 
convenience.) Each frequency data value is then normalized. 
Next, frequency data values are weighted according to a 
determined error function at that frequency. The weighted 
data values are then summed to determine a summed data 
value. Finally, the summed data value is multiplied by a 
15 
constant to generate a weighted, normalized value. The 
weighted, normalized values are summed and/or averaged 
over the frequency range of interest. Some embodiments 
multiply or divide by at least one constant. Other embodi-
ments employ one or more predetermined thresholds to 
20 
further screen WND values. These embodiments are 
described in greater detail below and provide exemplary 
descriptions of computational processes whereby a plurality 
of winding H(t)'s are computationally compared so that the 
degree and/or the probability of winding deformation, wind-
Significant asymmetry is indicated an outlier, or signifi-
cant difference, between differential H(t)'s determined and 
analyzed for pairs of H(t)'s for corresponding windings in 
accordance with the present invention. Differential H(t)'s 
are determined by computing the difference between pairs of 
H(t)'s determined for the plurality of windings. These 25 
differential H(t)'s are compared to identify asymmetries. 
Accordingly, mere differences between individual H(t)'s 
determined for the plurality of windings, in magnitude or 
symmetry, are not necessarily indicative of the asymmetries 
determined by embodiments of the present invention. 30 
ing displacement, and/or insulation degradation within and/ 
or between the windings can be assessed. 
FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating an overview of the 
winding testing process and method. The flow chart 200 
shows the architecture, functionality, and operation of a 
possible implementation of the software for implementing 
embodiments of the present invention. In this regard, each 
block may represent a module, segment, or portion of code, When significant winding deformation, displacement, 
and/or insulation degradation occurs, the degree of asym-
metry detected between compared differential H(t)'s is 
generally over two times the asymmetry for normal wind-
ings of the same voltage. Accordingly, such damage is 
detectable by asymmetries in the differential H(t)'s of the 
transformer windings. 
In accordance with the present invention, comparison of 
the differential H(t)'s for a plurality of windings will identify 
winding deformation and/or displacement in one or more of 
the windings, which is indicated by a significant dissimilar-
which comprises one or more executable instructions for 
implementing the specified logical function(s). It should also 
35 be noted that in some alternative implementations, the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in FIG. 2 or may include additional functions without 
departing significantly from the functionality of the present 
invention. For example, two blocks shown in succession in 
40 FIG. 2 may in fact be executed substantially concurrently, 
the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, 
or some of the blocks may not be executed in all instances, 
depending upon the functionality involved, as will be further 
clarified hereinbelow. 
ity between the differential H(t)'s for the plurality of wind-
ings. Furthermore, dissimilarities in the differential H(t)'s 
may indicate other potential problems, such as, but not 45 
limited to, shorted turns, insulation degradation and/or car-
bon tracking. 
The process begins at block 202. At block 204, frequency 
response data for a plurality of windings is collected. As 
described in greater detail herein, such frequency response 
data may be collected when the transformer is off-line by 
applying a suitable number of test pulses or signals, or such 
In one embodiment, asymmetries for differential H(t)'s, 
determined from the difference between pairs of H(t)'s for 
a plurality of windings, is visually determined. For example, 
the differential H(t)'s may be plotted or graphed on paper 
(together, in combination or separately) so that the asym-
metries can be identified. Or, raw H(t) data could be 
inspected. In other embodiments, the H(t)'s are computa-
tionally processed to determine asymmetries between the 
differential H(t)'s. The asymmetry, in one embodiment, is 
presented as a single number, hereinafter referred to as an 
asymmetrical number for convenience. If the computed 
asymmetrical number exceeds a predefined threshold, wind-
ing deformation, displacement, and/or insulation degrada-
tion is indicated. Furthermore, the magnitude of the com-
puted asymmetrical number is indicative of the degree 
and/or the probability of winding deformation, 
displacement, and/or insulation degradation. An exemplary 
computational analysis method is described herein, however 
many various methods may be used to determine an asym-
metrical number or its equivalent. 
50 frequency response data may be collected when the trans-
former is on-line by collecting data resulting from events 
occurring out on the electric system which propagate 
through the plurality of windings. 
At bock 206, H(t)'s for each of the plurality of tested 
55 windings are determined. For brevity, and because the 
determination of H(t) for off-line and on-line testing is 
different, a detailed description of the processes for deter-
mining H(t) is provided hereinbelow. At block 208 differ-
ential H(t)'s are determined from differences between pairs 
60 of H(t)'s. 
At block 210, the determined differential H(t)'s for the 
plurality of windings are compared. Exemplary comparison 
techniques are described in greater detail below. At block 
212, a determination is made whether there are any signifi-
65 cant asymmetries between the compared differential H(t)'s 
for the plurality of windings. Determining significant asym-
metries are described in greater detail below. If so (the YES 
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condition), the process proceeds to block 214 where a 
notification of the identified significant asymmetries is gen-
erated. The process then proceeds to block 216 and ends. 
If at block 210 there are no significant asymmetries in the 
differential H(t)'s for the plurality of windings, the process 
then proceeds to block 216 and ends in one embodiment. In 
another embodiment, a suitable notification is generated to 
indicate that there are no significant asymmetries in the 
differential H(t)'s. 
B. Computational Comparison of H(t)'s for a Plurality of 
Windings 
As described above, the determined H(t)'s for the plural-
ity of windings are compared to determine if there are any 
significant asymmetries between the differential H(t)'s. Sig-
nificant asymmetries in the differential H(t)'s for a plurality 
of windings is indicative of winding deformation, winding 
displacement, and/or insulation degradation within and/or 
between the windings. One comparison technique is to 
visually compare the differential H(t)'s for a plurality of 
windings. However, computational techniques are advanta-
geous in that the subjectivity of the viewer's perception of 
the differential H(t)'s can be avoided. Furthermore, some 
asymmetries may not visually appear significant, but may be 
in fact significant. In one embodiment, computational tech-
niques provide a single number that indicates the likelihood 
of winding deformation, winding displacement, and/or insu-
lation degradation. Such a single number makes the com-
prehension of the testing process very easy for the user. 
As described herein, an H(t) for a winding comprises a 
large number of data values over a large frequency range of 
interest. For computational purposes, the frequency range of 
interest is divided up into a plurality of frequency "bins" 
each having a predefined frequency width, or bandwidth, 
such that the plurality of frequency bins span the entire 
frequency range of interest in a continuous non-overlapping 
manner. Thus, the plurality of frequency bins provide a 
convenient way to partition the frequency range of the 
characteristic signal. The data corresponding to the detected 
input pulse is divided up into frequency portions corre-
sponding to the frequencies of the frequency bins according 
to the digitization and FFT process, and the data associated 
with each of the frequency bins is assigned to that frequency 
bin. Likewise, data associated with the detected output 
signal is divided up and allocated to the appropriate fre-
quency bins. Thus, for each detected input pulse and 
detected output pulse, data is allocated into each one of the 
frequency bins during the digitization and FFT process. 
For example, an exemplary frequency bin may have an 
assigned frequency range of 1,000 kHz to 1,010 kHz in the 
frequency domain. The data from the FFT of the detected 
input pulse corresponding to a frequency range of 1,000 kHz 
10 
invention as described below. One embodiment employs a 
plurality of 3 kHz wide frequency bins. The specification of 
the frequency bins is determined by the specific architecture 
in which the winding test unit 100 is implemented and the 
5 desired degree of analytical accuracy. 
One embodiment identifies pairs of windings from the 
plurality of windings and determines the H(t) data value 
difference, the differential H(t), at each bin for each of the 
H(t) data values for each winding pair. For example, H(t)'s 
10 for a three winding transformer may be analyzed in accor-
dance with the present invention. Designating the windings 
as A, B and C, the differential H(t)'s [H(t)A-H(t)B=H(t) 
AB], [H(t)B-H(t)C=H(t)BC] and [H(t)C-H(t)A=H(t)CA] 
are determined for each frequency bin for each winding pair. 
15 When the determined differences are assembled as three 
differential characteristic signatures, H(t)AB, H(t)BC and 
H(t)CA, the three differential H(t)'s should be symmetrical 
with respect to each other (in the absence of winding 
deformation, winding displacement, and/or insulation deg-
20 radation within and/or between the windings). 
In one embodiment, the three differential H(t)'s com-
prised of the difference of H(t) data values at each bin, 
H(t)AB, H(t)BC and H(t)CA are plotted for visual inspec-
tion. In another embodiment, the three differential H(t)'s, 
25 H(t)AB, H(t)BC and H(t)CA are numerically screened or 
otherwise analytically processed to identify significant 
asymmetrical portions of the three differential H(t)'s across 
the frequency range of interest. A predefined difference or 
threshold value may be used to numerically identify fre-
30 quency bins wherein the three differential H(t)'s exhibit 
asymmetries. 
Other embodiments further computationally analyze the 
determined three differential H(t)'s. In one embodiment, the 
35 
value of H(t)AB, H(t)BC and H(t)CA for each bin is 
normalized. Normalization may be based upon a selected 
one of the three differential H(t)'s, H(t)AB, H(t)BC and 
H(t)CA, or may be based upon an average of the three 
differential H(t)'s. Thus, in one embodiment, normalization 
40 
is implemented by dividing each of the determined H(t) data 
value differences for each of the frequency bins by a 
corresponding H(t) data value from a selected one of the 
H(t)'s. In another embodiment, normalization is imple-
mented by determining for each of the plurality of frequency 
45 
bins a plurality of average H(t) data values, the average H(t) 
data values determined by computing the average of the H(t) 
data values at corresponding frequency bins, and then divid-
ing each of the determined H(t) data value differences for 
each of the frequency bins by the corresponding average 
50 
H(t) data value. 
to 1,010 kHz is assigned to the above-described 10 kHz wide 
frequency bin. Likewise, the detected output pulse FFT data 
corresponding to a frequency range of 1,000 kHz to 1,010 55 
kHz is assigned to the above-described frequency bin. Thus, 
frequency data is created having a first portion correspond-
ing to the detected input pulse (10 kHz in width starting at 
1,000 kHz) and a second portion corresponding to the 
detected output pulse (10 kHz in width starting at 1,000 60 
kHz). 
In another embodiment, normalization is based upon the 
two corresponding H(t)'s associated with a differential H(t). 
That is, the differential H(t) data values for each frequency 
bin are divided by an average H(t) data value. This single 
average H(t) data value is determined by summing the 
individual H(t) data values for all frequency bins over the 
frequency range, for both associated H(t)'s, and dividing by 
the total number of frequency bins. For example, in the three 
winding situation, differential H(t) data values for the dif-
ferential H(t)AB are divided by a single average H(t) data 
value. This single average H(t) data value is determined by 
The frequency range of the detected input and output 
pulses may be divided up into any manner of frequency bins. 
Such bins may all be uniform in bandwidth (range of 
frequency allocation), or the frequency bins may have 
differing frequency bandwidth, without departing substan-
tially from the operation and functionality of the present 
adding all of the H(t) data values for the H(t) for the A 
winding, then adding all of the H(t) data values for the H(t) 
for the B winding, then dividing by the total number of 
65 frequency bins in the H(t)s for both the A and B windings. 
After normalization, the three normalized differential 
characteristic signatures, H(t)AB, H(t)oc, and H(t)cA, are 
US 6,853,939 B2 
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numerically screened or otherwise analytically processed to 
identify significant asymmetrical portions of the three nor-
malized differential H(f)'s across the frequency range of 
interest. In one embodiment, a predefined difference or 
threshold value is used to numerically identify frequency 5 
bins wherein the three normalized differential H(f)'s exhibit 
asymmetries. 
In another embodiment, additional computational analy-
sis is performed by weighting normalized differential H(f) 
data values using the error function, ErlH(f)I, described in 10 
greater detail below. For each frequency bin of a data pair 
(H(f)AB, H(f)BC and H(f)CA), the normalized differential 
H(f) data value is multiplied by (1-ErlH(f)l)2 for the error 
value associated with the first H(f) of the selected pair, 
multiplied by (1-ErlH(f)l)2 for the error value associated 15 
with the second H(f) of the selected pair, and then divided 
by (1-average ErlH(f)I data value)2 , where the average 
ErlH(f)I data value is determined by summing the individual 
ErlH(f)I data values for all frequency bins over the frequency 
range, for both associated H(f)'s, and dividing by the total 20 
number of frequency bins. For example, in the three winding 
situation, normalized differential H(f) data values for the 
differential H(f)AB are multiplied by (1-ErlH(f)l)2 for the 
error value associated with the H(f) of the A winding, 
multiplied by (1-ErlH(f)l)2 for the error value associated 25 
with the H(f) of the B winding, and then divided by 
(1-average ErlH(f)I data value)2 . The single average ErlH(f)I 
data value is determined by adding all of the ErlH(f)I data 
values for the H(f) for the A winding, then adding all of the 
ErlH(f)I data values for the H(f) for the B winding, then 30 
dividing by the total number of frequency bins in the H(f)s 
for both the A and B windings. 
12 
winding displacement, and/or insulation degradation. If 
there are gross asymmetries in the WND values, likelihood 
of winding deformation, winding displacement, and/or insu-
lation degradation is high. Any desirable number of pre-
defined thresholds may be used, thereby defining a plurality 
of ranges for WND value differences. A likelihood or 
probability of winding damage is then associated with each 
range. 
Another embodiment recomputes the WND values deter-
mined for the pairs of windings to generate a number that is 
more meaningful to the user. In some embodiments, the 
WND values are divided or multiplied by a constant. In 
another embodiment, the WND values may additionally be 
divided by a number corresponding to the computed error. 
For example, if two WND values are 0.000000012 and 
0.0000012, the significance in the difference in the exem-
plary WND values may not be readily apparent to the user. 
However, if the two exemplary WND values are multiplied 
by 108 , the first WND value becomes 1.2 and the second 
WND value becomes 120. Accordingly, the user is more 
likely to comprehend that the difference between 1.2 and 
120 is significant (assuming that such a difference is, in fact, 
significant as described above and in accordance with the 
present invention). It is understood that an unlimited variety 
of computational methods can be used by embodiments of 
the present invention to present WND values that are readily 
understood by the user. 
In another embodiment, winding asymmetry values are 
given in percent. For example, the average of the two highest 
WND values may be divided by the lowest WND value for 
the three windings under comparison, subtract one, and then 
convert to percent. Such a process, in one embodiment that 
tests three windings, averages a first WND value and a In another embodiment, after multiplying as described 
above, the multiplied determined normalized differential 
H(f) data values are averaged, then multiplied by a constant, 
to determine a resultant number. Then the resultant number 
is divided by (1-average ErlH(f)I data value)2 . In one 
embodiment, the constant is 1000. 
35 
second WND value to determine an average value at each 
frequency bin, divides the average value by a third WND 
value to determine an aggregate WND value, subtracts one 
from the aggregate WND value to determine a final WND 
value, and converts the final WND value to a percentage. In 
After normalization, the three weighted, normalized dif-
ferential characteristic signatures, H(fksw, H(f)sew' and 
H(f)CAW are numerically screened or otherwise analytically 
processed to identify significant asymmetrical portions of 
the three weighted, normalized differential H(f)'s across the 
frequency range of interest. In one embodiment, a pre-
defined difference or threshold value is used to numerically 
identify frequency bins wherein the three weighted, normal-
ized differential H(f)'s exhibit asymmetries. 
The above described embodiments that computationally 
or visually analyze the various forms of the characteristic 
differential signatures H(f) may present results that need 
subjective interpretation by the user. In one embodiment, 
additional computation results in the determination of a 
weighted normalized difference (WND) value. The WND 
value is a single number that corresponds to an aggregation 
of the H(f) differences for the bins over the frequency range 
of interest. Accordingly, in the exemplary three winding 
example, a WND value for each pair of windings is deter-
mined (WNDAB' WNDsc and WNDcA) by summing or 
averaging the weighted, normalized H(f) differences over 
the frequency range of interest. If the WND values deter-
mined for the pairs of windings are approximately the same, 
symmetry of the characteristic signatures is indicated. Thus, 
the likelihood of winding deformation, winding 
displacement, and/or insulation degradation is low. 
However, relatively large asymmetries in the WND val-
ues indicate a higher likelihood of winding deformation, 
40 
the above-described embodiment, the first WND value and 
the second WND value are the two highest of the three WND 
values at each in. In other embodiments, other criteria may 
be used to select the WND values. For example, the first, 
second and third WND values may correspond to the first, 
45 
second and third differential H(f)'s. 
Another embodiment further computationally analyzes 
differences between the WND values, and based upon at 
least one predefined criteria, generates a notification that is 
easily understood by the user. For example, if the difference 
50 between WND values are grossly and significantly different, 
the notification may simply state "WINDING DAMAGE 
PRESENT" or a like statement to indicate that winding 
conditions are not acceptable. Furthermore, color coding 
may be employed, such as communicating the above mes-
55 sage in red. 
When a plurality of predefined criteria are used to analyze 
the WND values, one embodiment uses a first threshold to 
demark WND asymmetries that indicate no transformer 
damage or that conditions are acceptable. When the embodi-
60 ment includes color coding of messages, the message is 
communicated in green or another suitable color that is 
associated with normal operating conditions when WND 
asymmetries are less that the first threshold. A second 
predefined threshold is used to demark differences between 
65 conditions where there is some probability of damage to the 
windings and conditions where the probability of damage is 
very high (or even certain). If color coded messages are 
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employed, WND asymmetries between the first predefined 
threshold and the second predefined threshold cause mes-
sages to be communicated in orange, yellow or another 
suitable color that is associated with a warning condition. 
WND asymmetries that exceed the second predefined 5 
threshold cause messages to be communicated in red or 
another suitable color that is associated with a dangerous 
operating condition or that conditions are not acceptable. 
The above-described exemplary embodiment described a 
variety of ways H(f)'s for three winding are numerically 
10 
screened or otherwise analytically processed to detect sig-
nificant asymmetries in the H(f)'s of the windings. The 
above-described process is equally applicable to comparing 
any plurality of windings that are similarly constructed. 
Such windings may be in separate transformers, such as in 
15 
multiple single-phase transformers, or as in multiple three-
phase transformers, so long as the winding construction is 
sufficiently similar that H(f)'s determined from undamaged 
windings are sufficiently symmetric to each other. 
Accordingly, winding deformation, winding displacement, 
20 
and/or insulation degradation is detectable when asymme-
tries are detected in the H(f)'s. 
14 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a winding 
test unit 300 coupled to an off-line transformer 102. FIG. 4 
is a block diagram illustrating selected components residing 
in the winding test unit 300 configured to test the off-line 
transformer 102 of FIG. 3. 
Transformer 102 is illustrated as being off-line (or 
de-energized). That is, transformer 102 is not coupled to the 
electric system. For convenience of explaining the determi-
nation of an H(f) for one winding of interest, the winding test 
unit 300 is illustrated to test one high voltage winding of 
transformer 102. Accordingly, in the illustrated embodiment 
of the winding test unit 300, connections are moved to the 
terminals 112 and then 114 to test the other windings so that 
H(f)'s for the other two high voltage windings of interest are 
determined. In another embodiment, additional connections 
(not shown) are provided on the winding test unit 300 so that 
all of the windings may be tested without having to move the 
test point connections to test each winding. 
Another embodiment further includes a sufficient number 
of connections to connect the winding test unit 300 to one or 
more of the low voltage terminals 122. Accordingly, H(f)'s 
for a plurality of electromagnetically and/or capacitively 
coupled high and low voltage windings can be determined, 
and/or H(f)'s for a low voltage winding can be determined 
from the same applied test signals or pulses applied when a 
high voltage winding is tested. 
High voltage bushing 104 is mounted to transformer 102 
with a mounting flange 302 that is fixably attached to the 
Similarly, the device in which the plurality of windings 
are employed is not limiting. For convenience, windings 
were described as residing in a three phase transformer. The 25 
winding test unit of the present invention is equally appli-
cable for detecting winding deformation, winding 
displacement, and/or insulation degradation in other 
devices, such as motors, generators, phase shifting 
transformers, reactors or the like. 
Furthermore, for convenience, the winding test units of 
the present invention was described as testing the high side 
windings of the three phase transformer 102. The winding 
test units of the present invention are equally applicable in 
determining winding deformation, winding displacement, 
and/or insulation degradation in the low voltage windings by 
testing between the low voltage terminals 122 and the 
neutral bushing 124 terminal 126. In autotransformers 
(where the low voltage winding is a portion of the overall or 
high voltage winding), the entire length of the windings may 40 
be tested or selected portions of the windings may be tested, 
depending upon the availability of terminals that tap into the 
windings. Furthermore, in transformers with multiple wind-
ing taps, winding portions between tap positions may be 
tested by the winding test units of the present invention. 45 
Tertiary windings may also be tested using winding test units 
30 
bottom of the high voltage bushing 104. Mounting flange 
302 is securely affixed to the top of transformer 102 with a 
plurality of bolts 304, nuts or other similar attaching devices. 
Similarly, high voltage bushings 106 and 108, and low 
voltage bushings 116, 118 and 120 have similar mounting 
35 
flanges (not shown) which affix the bushings to transformer 
102. Neutral bushing 124 has a mounting flange 306 and is 
secured to transformer 102 with bolts 308 or the like. 
of the present invention. 
Electromagnetic and/or capacitive coupling may be incor-
porated into the above-described testing process. That is, in 
a transformer wherein the high voltage phase and the low 50 
voltage phase are electrically insulated from each other, 
winding test units of the present invention can be coupled to 
the high voltage terminal and the low voltage terminal. 
Accordingly, the coupling between the high voltage winding 
and the low voltage winding is tested as an equivalent single 55 
winding as described above. That is, the high voltage 
winding and the low voltage winding, which are electro-
magnetically and/or capacitively coupled, are tested together 
such that H(f)'s are determined for each high voltage wind-
ing and the low voltage winding pair. H(F)s for pairs of high 60 
voltage winding and the low voltage winding pairs are then 
analyzed to identify asymmetries that are indicative of 
winding deformation, winding displacement, and/or insula-
tion degradation. Such techniques are suitable to testing 
transformers that employ various types of wye and delta 65 
(Y-ll) configurations. 
C. An Embodiment for Testing an Off-Line Transformer 
Winding test unit 300, as illustrated in FIG. 3, is coupled 
to transformer 102 via connection 310 so that a pulse or 
signal generated by winding test unit 300 is applied to 
terminal 110 of high voltage bushing 104 in a manner 
described below. Connection 312 provides a signal to a 
detector (not shown) within the winding test unit 300 so that 
the pulse or signal is detected. In one embodiment, connec-
tions 310 and 312 are coaxial cables. Alternative embodi-
ments employ similarly suitable multiple wire connections. 
Describing in greater detail, a first connection 314, such 
as the center conductor of a coaxial cable 310, is coupled to 
terminal 110, thereby providing connectivity between con-
nection 310 and terminal 110. A second connection 316, 
such as the shield wire of a coaxial cable 310 (or another 
wire coupled to the shield wire), is coupled to a convenient 
location on connection 320. Alternatively, connection 316 
may be coupled to the mounting flange 302, preferably 
attached by coupling to a selected mounting bolt 304. 
Similarly, connection 312 has two wires, such as a coaxial 
cable in one embodiment. More specifically; in one 
embodiment, a first connection 318, such as the center wire 
of a coaxial cable 312, is coupled to terminal 110 and a 
second connection 320, such as the shield wire of a coaxial 
cable 312, is coupled to mounting flange 302. Another 
embodiment employs a series resistance (not shown) 
coupled to connection 318 near the location of terminal 110 
to provide a matching characteristic impedance to connec-
tion 312. Alternatively, connection 316 may be coupled to a 
convenient location on connection 320, and connection 316 
may be coupled to mounting flange 302 using a selected 
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mounting bolt 304. Thus, connections 316 and 320 form a 
path across high voltage bushing 104 that approximates the 
dry arching distance of the bushing insulation. 
16 
for providing documentation of test results, for storing test 
results in a centralized location for future use, and/or for 
analyzing test results in additional detail. 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating selected components In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, the connection 
314 residing in connection 310 transmits the generated pulse 
or signal to terminal 110, and is physically separate from 
connection 312 so that the applied pulse or signal is more 
accurately detected. However, alternative embodiments may 
employ a connection 312 coupled to other alternative con-
venient locations so that the generated pulse or signal 
applied to terminal 10 is detected. 
5 residing in the winding test unit 300 and the sensing element 
322 of FIG. 4. As noted above, the winding test unit 300 is 
configured to test one winding of the transformer 102. Other 
embodiments are configured to test a plurality of windings 
of interest. Accordingly, duplicate components are included 
10 in such embodiments for testing other windings. 
Alternatively, some of the components illustrated in the 
winding test unit 300 may be commonly used during testing 
of multiple windings. 
Winding test unit 300 includes at least a pulse/signal 
Sensing element 322 is communicatively coupled to ter-
minal 126 of the neutral bushing 124 via connection 324. 
Also, sensing element 322 is communicatively coupled to 
the neutral bushing mounting flange 306 via connection 326 15 generator 402, a signal recorder 404, a processor 406, a 
pulse/signal voltage adjuster 408, a pulse/signal width 
adjuster 410 and a memory 412. Memory 412 includes a test 
data storage area 414 and the analysis logic 416. An optional 
viewing screen 418 is also included with the winding test 
to form a series path across the external insulation of the 
neutral bushing 124 in a manner that approximates the dry 
arching distance of the bushing insulation. In one 
embodiment, connections 316, 320 and 326 may be imple-
mented with a low inductance connector such as, but not 
limited to, a fiat copper braid, copper ribbon, or other 
suitable low inductance metallic connector. Using low 
inductance connectors insures that the characteristic 
signature, described below, is determined in a large part by 
the internal leads and the windings of transformer 102, and 25 
thereby minimizing the impact of the external connections 
used to couple the winding test unit 300 to transformer 102. 
20 unit 300. Sensing element 322 includes a low inductance 
resistive element 420 and a series resistive element 422 to 
When a pulse or signal is generated by winding test unit 
300 and applied to connection 314, the pulse or signal 
propagates through terminal 110, through the high voltage 30 
bushing 104, through the windings (not shown), and out to 
terminal 126 of the neutral bushing 124. A detector (not 
shown) residing in the winding test unit 300 detects the 
generated pulse or signal applied to terminal 110. Sensing 
element 322 detects the output pulse or signal on terminal 35 
126. Sensing element 322 outputs a signal corresponding to 
the output pulse or signal detected at terminal 126 to the 
winding test unit 300 via connection 328. Summarizing, 
winding test unit 300 applies an input pulse or signal to 
terminal 110 and receives signals corresponding to the input 40 
pulse or signal at terminal 110 and the output pulse or signal 
at terminal 126. 
impedance match connection 328. 
Pulse/signal generator 402 is configured to generate a 
pulse or signal. The magnitude of the pulse or signal 
generated by the pulse/signal generator 402 is specified by 
an input from the pulse/signal voltage adjuster 408, provided 
over connection 424, that specifies the peak voltage mag-
nitude of the pulse or signal. The width of the pulse or signal 
generated by the pulse/signal generator 402 is determined by 
a signal from the pulse/signal width adjuster 410, over 
connection 426. Pulse/signal voltage adjuster 408 may be 
implemented using well known components and methods 
employed in the art of adjusting voltages. Similarly, pulse/ 
signal width adjuster 410 may be implemented using well 
known components and methods employed in the art of 
adjusting the width of a pulse or signal. Detailed operation 
of individual components used in the pulse/signal voltage 
adjuster 408 and/or the pulse/signal width adjuster 410 are 
not described in detail herein, other than to the extent 
necessary to understand the operation and functioning of 
these components when employed as part of the winding test 
unit 300. One skilled in the art will realize that the pulse/ 
signal voltage adjuster 408 and the pulse/signal width 
adjuster 410 may be implemented using any one of a number 
45 of well known devices and that such devices are too numer-
For convenience, winding test unit 300 is illustrated as 
being coupled to printer 330 via connection 332. Thus, upon 
conclusion of the testing of transformer 102 and the asso-
ciated analysis of the input and output pulses or signals, 
winding test unit 300 outputs one or more suitably formatted 
reports to printer 330 for printing. One skilled in the art will 
appreciate that the winding test unit 300 is configured to 
output any of a variety of suitable output signal formats. For 50 
example, another embodiment of winding test unit 300 is 
configured to provide output to a display screen such as a 
cathode ray tube (CRT) or other suitable display screen. 
Another embodiment of winding test unit 300 is configured 
to provide an output signal that is stored on a suitable storage 55 
media. Examples of suitable storage media include, but are 
not limited to, any one or combination of volatile memory 
elements (e.g., random access memory (RAM, such as 
DRAM, SRAM, etc.)) and nonvolatile memory elements 
(e.g., ROM, hard drive, tape, CDROM, etc.). Moreover, 60 
suitable storage media may incorporate electronic, 
magnetic, optical, and/or other types of storage media. Note 
that the suitable storage media can have a distributed 
architecture, where various components are situated remote 
from one another, but can be accessed by the winding test 65 
unit 300, either directly or indirectly. Such an embodiment 
of the winding test unit 300 would be particularly suitable 
ous to conveniently describe in detail herein. In another 
embodiment, the pulse or signal rise-time, and/or fall-time, 
may be varied. Any such well known devices which adjust 
voltage magnitude, width, rise-time and/or fall-time of a 
pulse or signal may be implemented in a winding test unit 
300 without departing substantially from the functionality 
and operation of the present invention. Any such variations 
in a winding test unit 300 which utilizes the system and 
method of the present invention to generate a pulse or signal 
having a suitable voltage and a suitable width are intended 
to be within the scope of this disclosure and to be protected 
by the accompanying claims. 
Based upon the voltage specified by the pulse/signal 
voltage adjuster 408 and the width of the pulse or signal 
specified by the pulse/signal width adjuster 410, pulse/signal 
generator 402 is prompted to generate a pulse or signal onto 
connection 428. Connection 428 of the winding test unit 300 
is coupled to connection 310, thereby providing connectivity 
to terminal 110 of the high voltage bushing 104 on trans-
former 102. In one embodiment connection 310 is config-
ured to couple to connection 428 with a commonly available 
plug-in attachment 430. Examples of plug-in attachment 430 
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include, but are not limited to, a commercially available 
banana plug, coaxial cable connector, alligator clip, lug or 
screw. Alternatively, connection 310 is fixably attached to 
connection 428, thereby providing a secure connection to 
connection 428. Connection 310 employs a releasable fas- 5 
tener 432 so that connection 310 is easily and conveniently 
coupled to terminal 110. Examples of a suitable releasable 
fastener 432 include, but are not limited to, a clamp, a bolt, 
a clasp, a c-clamp, or a specially designed and fabricated 
terminal connector. 
Signal recorder 404 detects the pulse or signal generated 
by the pulse/signal generator 402, via connection 434, at 
terminal 110. In one embodiment, connection 312 is a 
connector of suitable length and flexibility that is configured 
10 
to conveniently couple to connection 434 and to terminal 
15 
110. For example, connection 312 may be configured to 
couple with connection 434 with a commonly available 
plug-in attachment 430, as described above. Thus, an 
embodiment of the winding test unit 300 employing con-
nection 312 provides for the detection of the pulse or signal 
20 
that is applied to terminal 110, thereby avoiding the influ-
ence of any distortions that may be introduced by connec-
tions 428 and 310. An alternative embodiment directly 
detects the generated pulse or signal at an alternative con-
venient location, or directly from the pulse/signal generator 
25 
402. Signal recorder 404 transmits a suitable formatted data 
signal corresponding to the detected input and output pulses 
or signals to memory 412, via connection 436, for storage in 
the test data storage area 414. 
Sensing element 322 is coupled to terminal 126 of the 30 
neutral bushing 124 as described below. Resistive element 
420 residing in the sensing element 322 is coupled to 
terminal 126 of the neutral bushing 124 via connection 324 
using a suitable connector, such as releasable fastener 438. 
Releasable fastener 438 is similar to releasable fastener 432 35 
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Sensing element 322 is illustrated as having a shunt 
resistive element 420 and a series resistive element 422. In 
the preferred embodiment, resistive element 420 is a resistor 
having a resistance substantially equaling 10 Ohms. Series 
resistive element 422 is substantially equal to 75 Ohms in 
one embodiment. Thus, the resistive elements 420 and 422 
are configured to substantially match the impedance char-
acteristics of connection 328 so that the output pulse or 
signal is accurately detected. One skilled in the art will 
appreciate that the values of resistive elements 420 and 422 
may be selected so that the output pulse or signal detected 
at terminal 126 is suitably detected and so that a suitable 
output signal is provided over connection 328. One skilled 
in the art will realize that any number of suitable values 
and/or combinations of resistive elements 420 and 422 may 
be selected, and that such values and/or combinations are too 
numerous to conveniently describe in detail herein. Thus, 
any suitable combination of a resistive elements 420 and 422 
that provides a suitable output signal on connection 328, 
may be implemented in a sensing element 322 without 
departing substantially from the functionality and operation 
of the present invention. Any such variations in a sensing 
element 322 coupled to a winding test unit 300 which 
utilizes the system and method of the present invention are 
intended to be within the scope of this disclosure and to be 
protected by the accompanying claims. 
Processor 406 is coupled to memory 412 via connection 
448, which may include one or more buses. Processor 406, 
as described hereinafter, accesses the analysis logic 416 
residing in memory 412 and the recorded signals described 
above residing in the test data storage area 414 so that a new 
characteristic signature of transformer 102 may be deter-
mined. Processor output connection 450 is coupled to con-
nection 332 so that a suitable output report may be provided 
to the testing personnel. For convenience of illustration, 
connection 450 is coupled to connection 332 with a plug-in 
attachment 452. Plug-in attachment 452 is similar to the 
plug-in attachment 430 described above. However, alterna-
tive embodiments may employ other types of connectors, or 
connection 450 may be fixably attached to connection 332, 
described above. Resistive element 420 is also coupled to 
mounting flange 306, via connection 326. A suitable con-
nector 440 is used to provide a secure electrical connection 
between connection 324 and mounting flange 306. Connec-
tor 440 is shown as a spade-type connector particularly 
suitable for connecting to a readily accessible bolt 308, nut 
or the like residing on transformer 102. However, connector 
440 may be any suitable connector that provides a secure 
electrical connection between connection 326 and mounting 
flange 306. Similarly, connections 320 and 316 are coupled 
to a selected mounting bolt 304 with a connector 440. 
40 without departing substantially from the operation and func-
tionality of the present invention. 
Furthermore, for convenience of illustration, connections 
324 and 326 are illustrated as fixably attached to resistive 
element 420. Alternatively, connections 324 and/or 326 
could be coupled to resistive element 420 using a suitable 
plug-in attachment similar to plug-in attachment 430 
described above. 
Connection 328 couples the series resistive element 422 
residing in sensing element 322 to the winding test unit 300. 
Connection 328 is coupled to the winding test unit 300 with 
a suitable plug-in attachment 442. For convenience of 
illustration, connection 328 is illustrated as fixably attached 
to resistive element 422 via connections 444 and 446. 
Alternatively, connection 328 could be coupled to connec-
tions 444 and 446 using a suitable plug-in attachment similar 
to plug-in attachment 430 described above. 
When connection 328 couples sensing element 322 to 
winding test unit 300, connection 444 is coupled to the 
sensing element 322 such that signal recorder 404, via 
connection 435, can detect and record signals from sensing 
element 322. Such detected signals are stored in the test data 
storage area 414. 
Additionally, in one embodiment, processor 406 is 
coupled to an optional viewing screen 418 via connection 
454. The optional viewing screen 418 is used by the testing 
45 personnel to view the generated pulse or signal from pulse/ 
signal generator 402, the signal corresponding to the 
detected output pulse or signal on terminal 126 of the neutral 
bushing 124, and/or the output reports generated by proces-
sor 406. Viewing screen 418 may be any suitable device for 
50 displaying an output signal. For example, but not limited to, 
viewing screen 418 may be a cathode ray tube (CRT), a fiat 
panel screen, a light emitting diode (LED) screen, liquid 
crystal display (LCD), or any other well known screen 
device. A winding test unit 300 employing any suitable 
55 viewing screen embodiment is intended to be within the 
scope of this disclosure and protected by the accompanying 
claims. 
Summarizing, when winding test unit 300 and sensing 
element 322 are coupled to one of the windings of trans-
60 former 102 as described above, a pulse or signal generated 
by pulse/signal generator 402 propagates through the trans-
former windings (not shown) and an output pulse or signal 
is detected by sensing element 322. A signal corresponding 
to the generated input pulse or signal and a signal corre-
65 sponding to the detected output pulse or signal is provided 
to signal recorder 404 for storage in the test data storage area 
414 on memory 412. 
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.Pr~ferably; a plurality of test signals are applied to each 
wmdmg of mterest. As described in greater detail below 
multiple windings electromagnetically coupled to each othe; 
can be tested in the same manner as described above for a 
single winding. Since the present invention determines the 5 
p~esence and/or likelihood of winding deformation, winding 
displacement, and/or insulation degradation by analyzing 
symmetry of the H(t)'s for a plurality of windings, testing of 
the pl~rality ~f windings must occur within a reasonably 
s.hort tim.e penod, referred to herein as a predefined testing 10 
time penod. Generally, this testing time period can be as 
long as the transformer is in the de-energized state. If the 
transformer is energized before completion of the test, and 
an event occurs that may cause winding deformation wind-
ing displacement, and/or insulation degradation, pre~iously 15 
coll.ected test data may no longer be valid. Accordingly, it is 
?esira~le that the winding testing according to the present 
mvent10n be completed within the time period that the 
windings are de-energized. 
As described above, pulse/signal generator 402 is 20 
prompted to generate a pulse or signal onto connection 428. 
A person conducting a test using winding test unit 300 and 
sensing element 322, hereinafter referred to as the testing 
personnel, prompts pulse/signal generator 402 to generate a 
pulse or signal onto connection 428 by actuating actuator 25 
456. Actuator 456 provides a signal over connection 458 to 
the pulse/signal generator 402 such that the pulse/signal 
generator 402 generates the desired pulse or signal. Actuator 
456. may be implemented using any suitable type actuating 
device configured to generate a signal that is suitable for 30 
prompting pulse/signal generator 402 generate the desired 
pulse or signal. Examples of actuator 456 include, but are 
not limited to, push button switches, single pull-single throw 
switches, touch pads, touch sensors or other similar devices 
that respond to a command provided by the testing person- 35 
nel. Any such well known actuator 456 may be implemented 
in a winding test unit 300 without departing substantially 
f:om the functionality and operation of the present inven-
tion. Any such variations in the device used to implement 
actuator 456 in a winding test unit 300 which utilizes the 40 
system and method of the present invention is intended to be 
within the scope of this disclosure and to be protected by the 
accompanying claims. 
The testing personnel during the testing of transformer 
102, as described in detail below, may elect to adjust the 45 
voltage of the pulse or signal generated by pulse/signal 
generator 402. An actuator 460, conveniently accessible 
from the outside of winding test unit 300, is coupled to the 
pulse/signal voltage adjuster 408 so that the testing person-
nel may adjust the voltage of the generated pulse or signal. 50 
In one embodiment, actuator 460 is a control dial. However, 
actuator 460 may be any other suitable device which enables 
th~ testing personnel to actuate the pulse/signal voltage 
adjuster 408 such that the voltage of the pulse or signal 
generated by pulse/signal generator 402 is adjusted. For 55 
example but not limited to, actuator 460 could be imple-
mented as a digital numeric entry system, a keypad device, 
or an appropriately configured switching device which may 
be software controlled. Similarly, the testing personnel dur-
ing testing of transformer 102 may elect to adjust the width 60 
of the pulse or signal generated by pulse/signal generator 
402. Actuator 462 is coupled to the pulse/signal width 
adjuster 410 so that the pulse or signal width may be 
adjusted. Like actuator 460, in one embodiment actuator 462 
is a control dial. However, actuator 462 may be implemented 65 
using the alternative devices like those described above for 
actuator 460. 
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D. Off-Line Testing to Determine H(t) Data 
With reference to FIG. 3, winding test unit 300 is coupled 
to transformer 102 as described above. As described below 
fo: c~nvenience, determining H(t) is disclosed for a single 
wmdmg, or an electromagnetically and/or capacitively 
coupled winding group, depending upon where the winding 
test unit 300 connectors are coupled to transformer 102. In 
accordance with the present invention, the process described 
below is repeated, or performed concurrently, for each of the 
plurality of windings (or the plurality of electromagnetically 
and/or capacitively coupled winding groups) of interest so 
that a plurality of corresponding H(t)'s are determined. As 
noted above, an alternative embodiment of a winding test 
unit 300 includes a plurality of connections so that a 
plurality of windings may be concurrently or simultaneously 
tested. 
A plurality of pulses or signals generated by pulse/signal 
generator 402 propagates through the transformer windings 
(not shown) and an output pulse or signal is detected. A 
signal corresponding to the generated input pulse or signal 
and a signal corresponding to the detected output pulse or 
signal is provided to signal recorder 404 for storage in the 
test data storage area 414 on memory 412. 
Preferably, generated test signals differ from each other. 
For example, rise times, decay times, signal form, 
magnitudes, the time of the chop, the chop time and/or other 
various characteristics of the pulses may differ. One or 
several or any combination of the pulse parameters 
described above may be altered from one test pulse to the 
next. Any variety of suitable pulse or suitable signals may be 
generated by the winding test unit 300 such that the input 
pulse or signal has sufficient energy to propagate through the 
tested windings, and such that the characteristics of the input 
pulse or signal are sufficient to provide a suitable output 
pulse or signal detectable at terminal 126. Thus, the testing 
pe~sonnel perfo~ming the transformer test using winding test 
umt 300 determmes the appropriate voltage and pulse width 
of the input pulse or signal applied to the transformer 
windings such that a suitable output pulse or signal is 
detected. An alternative embodiment of the winding test unit 
300 is configured to automatically adjust the characteristics 
of the input pulse or signal, either randomly or by a 
predefined algorithm. 
Data corresponding to the detected input and output 
pulses are then simultaneously digitized and processed by 
F~T to be allocated to a plurality of predefined frequency 
bms. Thus, for each of the detected input pulses and output 
pulses, a frequency domain data point is stored in each one 
of the frequency bins. Next, the analysis process computes 
the auto-spectral densities and a cross-spectral density of 
each of the data points for each frequency bin, as described 
below. 
For each frequency bin, the auto-spectra G=(t) is calcu-
lated by computing the complex conjugate (*) of the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FF1) of the input pulse or signal, X(t)*, 
a~d then multiplying by the FFT of the same input pulse or 
signal, X(t), as shown in equation 1 below: 
Eq. 1 
Where X(t) is the FFT of the input signal x(t) 
Then, for each frequency bin, the auto-spectra Gyy(t) is 
calculated by computing the complex conjugate (*) of the 
~FT of the output pulse or signal, Y(t)*, and then multiply-
mg by the FFT of the same output pulse or signal, Y(t), as 
shown in equation 2 below: 
Gyy(fHY(f)*]Y(f) Eq. 2 
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Where Y(t) is the FFT of the output signal y(t) 
The cross-spectra GX),(t) from input to output is calculated 
by computing the complex conjugate (*) of the FFT of the 
input pulse of signal, X(t)*, and multiplying by the FFT of 




and reliability of the test data when determining the likeli-
hood of winding deformation and/or displacement. 
The above-described analysis process is further enhanced 
by incorporating a random error analysis of the test data. The 
error function indicates the validity of the test data with 
respect to the applied input pulse or signal and the detected 
output pulse or signal. For example, if a secure contact is not 
provided by the connectors, the error function will indicate 
such. Thus, the error function will not increase significantly Where X(t) is the FFT of the input signal x(t) 
And Y(t) is the FFT of the output signal y(t) 
A new characteristic signature of the tested transformer 
10 for a change due to transformer winding deformation and/or 
displacement. 
winding, H(t), in accordance with the system and method of 
the present invention, is calculated by averaging a suitable 
number of the cross-spectra Gx/t) for each one of the 
input/output pulse or signal data pairs, and dividing by the 15 
corresponding averages of the auto-spectra for each one of 
the input pulse or signals, G=(t), in accordance with equa-
tion 4 below: 
Eq. 4 20 
A random error function ErlH(t)I is calculated, as shown 
in equation 6 below: 
Eq. 6 
The term nd equals the number of spectral densities 
averaged in the H(t) equation. 
The random error, ErlH(t)I, provides a statistical analysis 
of the test data random error in each frequency bin based on 
a 95% confidence interval equation. The testing personnel or 
the individual analyzing the test data may conveniently 
analyze and interpret the calculated random errors by plot-
ting the random error over a frequency range of interest. 
Such a graph will result in two lines being plotted over the 
The above-described analysis process is further enhanced 
by incorporating a coherence analysis of the test data. A 
coherence function y2x/t) is calculated, as shown in equa-
tion 5 below: 
Eq. 5 
The coherence function y2x/t) is a real valued function 
having a magnitude ranging from 0 to 1 for each frequency 
bin of H(t). A value of 1 would indicate a perfect linear 
relationship from the input pulse portion to the detected 
output pulse portion for the various frequency bins in the 
frequency domain. A value of 0 would indicate a complete 
non-linear relationship between the input and detected out-
put pulse portions in the frequency bins. A value of 0 would 
also indicate insufficient energy for the frequencies of inter-
25 frequency range of interest, with the spacing between the 
two lines indicating the 95% confidence interval for the test 
data. When the two plotted lines indicating the 95% confi-
dence interval are relatively close together, the testing 
personnel or the individual analyzing the test data may 
30 conclude that the test data is reliable. When the two plotted 
lines indicating the 95% confidence interval are relatively 
far apart, the testing personnel or the individual analyzing 
the test data may conclude that the test data is not reliable, 
and that further testing of the transformer windings to obtain 
35 more reliable test data is desirable or that the data for those 
est in the input pulse to transfer to the output pulse. The 
coherence function y2x/t) is very sensitive to relatively 
small errors in the magnitude (or phase) estimate for the 
characteristic signature, H(t). Thus, data for a particular 40 
winding test should not be considered invalid when the 
coherence function y2x/t) is not equal to 1, but should be 
weighted accordingly by objective analysis in the test set 
logic and using good engineering judgment by the testing 
personnel or other individuals analyzing test results. That is, 45 
the coherence function y2 x/t) indicates the reliability of the 
test data over the computed frequency range. 
Generally, the testing personnel or individual analyzing 
the test results would review a plot of the coherence function 
y2x/t) over some relevant frequency range. As a rule of 50 
thumb, test data may be considered valid for the frequencies 
having a coherence value of between 1.0 and 0.8. However, 
test data may be considered as providing useful information 
for the frequencies having a coherence value of between 0.8 
and 0.4. Test data having a coherence value of between 0.4 55 
and 0.0 may be considered as an indication that the com-
puted characteristic signature for those frequencies may be 
unreliable, and that further testing of the transformer wind-
ings to obtain more reliable test data is desirable or that the 
data for those frequencies should be given little weight in 60 
determining the likelihood of winding deformations. Thus, 
the above rules of thumb will be appreciated by one skilled 
in the art as merely generalizations for initially interpreting 
a plot of the coherence function y2x/t) over a frequency 
range of interest. That is, the testing personnel or the 65 
individual analyzing the test data may use the coherence 
function y2 x/t) as an analysis tool in evaluating the validity 
frequencies should be given little weight in determining the 
likelihood of winding deformations. Thus, the plot of the 
95% confidence interval will be appreciated by one skilled 
in the art as an indication of the validity and reliability of the 
characteristic signature, H(t), over a frequency range of 
interest. That is, the testing personnel or the individual 
analyzing the test data may use the 95% confidence interval 
as an analysis tool in evaluating the validity and reliability 
of the test data when determining the likelihood of winding 
deformation and/or displacement. 
E. An Embodiment for Testing an On-Line Transformer 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a winding 
test unit 500 coupled to an on-line transformer 102. FIG. 6 
is a block diagram illustrating selected components residing 
in the winding test unit 500 configured to test one high 
voltage winding of the on-line transformer 102 of FIG. 5. 
FIG. 5 also illustrates an input signal detector 502 and an 
output signal detector 504 to transformer 102. On-line 
winding test unit 500 is coupled to the input signal detector 
502 via connection 506 and is coupled to the output signal 
detector 504 via connection 508. 
The transformer 102 illustrated in FIG. 5 has been 
described in detail above. However, as contrasted in FIG. 3 
wherein the transformer 102 is off-line, transformer 102 in 
FIG. 5 is illustrated as being on-line. That is, transformer 
102 is coupled to the energy delivery system and is ener-
gized. For convenience of illustration, a limited portion of 
the high voltage energy delivery system 510 that the high 
voltage bushing 104 is coupled to is illustrated in FIG. 5. A 
conductor 512 couples terminal 110 of the high voltage 
bushing 104 to the high voltage portion of the energy 
delivery system 510. Typically, conductor 512 is suspended 
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from a structural member 514 with insulator 516. Insulator 
516 provides electrical isolation from the conductor 512 and 
the structural member 514. Terminals 112 and 114 are 
similarly connected with conductors to provide connectivity 
back into the high voltage energy delivery system. However, 
such conductors are not shown for convenience of illustra-
tion. Likewise, conductors (not shown) coupled to terminals 
122 couple the low voltage side of transformer 102 into the 
low voltage energy delivery system (not shown). A conduc-
tor 518 is coupled to terminal 126 of the neutral bushing 124 
to provide connectivity back to a suitable grounding point 
(not shown). 
For convenience of explaining the determination of an 
H(t) for one winding of interest, the winding test unit 500 is 
illustrated to test one high voltage winding of transformer 
102. Accordingly, in another embodiment of the winding test 
unit 500, additional connections are provided to the termi-
nals 112 and 114 to concurrently capture test data for the 
other windings so that H(t)'s for the other two high voltage 
windings of interest are determined. In another embodiment, 
additional connections (not shown) are provided on the 
winding test unit 500 to one or more of the low voltage 
terminals 122. Accordingly, H(t)'s for the coupled high and 
low voltage windings can be determined, and/or H(t)'s for 
a low voltage winding can be determined. 
Input signal detector 502 is coupled to a convenient 
location on conductor 512. Alternatively, the input signal 
detector 502 may be coupled to terminal 110 or another 
suitable location on the high voltage bushing 104. Input 
signal detector 502 may be any suitable detecting device 
such that a pulse applied to terminal 110 is detected by the 
on-line winding test unit 500. Output signal detector 504 is 
similarly coupled to terminal 126 of the low voltage bushing 
124, via connection 524. Alternatively, output signal detec-
tor 504 may be coupled directly to terminal 126 or onto 
conductor 518 such that the output pulse is detected by the 
on-line winding test unit 500. Input signal detector 502 
and/or output signal detector 504, in one embodiment, are 
sensors that are already installed and in place on transformer 
102, such as, but not limited to, a bushing capacitive tap, a 
current transformer (CT) or the like. Alternatively, input 
signal detector 502 and/or output signal detector 504 in 
another embodiment are commercially available high volt-
age dividers or clamp-on CTs. In yet another embodiment, 
input signal detector 502 and/or output signal detector 504 
are specially designed and fabricated sensors. Any such well 
known sensor described above, or other types of suitable 
sensors, are acceptable devices for the detecting of the input 
pulses and the output pulses so long as the sensors are 
sufficiently sensitive to high frequency signals such that the 
pulses detected by the signals result in sufficiently accurate 
data over the frequencies of interest necessary for the 
determination of the characteristic signature of the moni-
tored transformer winding. 
When a pulse is generated out on the energy delivery 
system and applied to terminal 110, the pulse propagates 
through terminal 110, through the high voltage bushing 104, 
through the windings (not shown), and out to terminal 126 
of the neutral bushing 124. Input signal detector 502 detects 
the generated pulse applied to terminal 110. Output signal 
detector 504 detects the output pulse on terminal 126. 
Signals corresponding to the detected input pulse and output 
pulse are provided to the on-line winding test unit 500 for 
storage in a memory and for later processing, as described 
below. 
For convenience, on-line winding test unit 500 is illus-
trated as being coupled to printer 526 via connection 528. 
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Thus, upon conclusion of the analysis of the input and output 
pulses, on-line winding test unit 500 outputs one or more 
suitably formatted reports to printer 526 for printing. One 
skilled in the art will appreciate that the on-line winding test 
5 unit 500 is configured to output any of a variety of suitable 
output signal formats. For example, another embodiment of 
on-line winding test unit 500 is configured to provide output 
to a display screen such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or other 
suitable display screen. Another embodiment of on-line 
10 
winding test unit 500 is configured to provide an output 
signal that is stored on a suitable storage media. Examples 
of suitable storage media include, but are not limited to, any 
one or combination of volatile memory elements (e.g., 
random access memory (RAM, such as DRAM, SRAM, 
etc.)) and nonvolatile memory elements (e.g., ROM, hard 
15 drive, tape, CDROM, etc.). Moreover, suitable storage 
media may incorporate electronic, magnetic, optical, and/or 
other types of storage media. Note that the suitable storage 
media can have a distributed architecture, where various 
components are situated remote from one another, but can be 
20 accessed by the on-line winding test unit 500, either directly 
or indirectly. Such an embodiment of the on-line winding 
test unit 500 would be particularly suitable for providing 
documentation of analysis results, for storing data and/or 
analysis results in a centralized location for future use, 
25 and/or for analyzing data in additional detail. 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating selected components 
residing in the online winding test unit 500. On-line winding 
test unit 500 includes at least a processor 530, a signal 
recorder 532 and a memory 534. Memory 534 includes a 
30 
data storage area 536 and the analysis logic 538. 
Incoming pulses applied to terminal 110 are detected by 
the input signal detector 502. A signal corresponding to the 
detected input pulse is provided to the signal recorder 532, 
via connection 540 which is coupled to connection 506. 
Similarly, the output pulse is detected by the output signal 
35 detector 504 and a signal corresponding to the detected 
output pulse is provided to signal recorder 532, via connec-
tion 542 which is coupled to connection 508. In one 
embodiment, connection 506 is coupled to connection 540, 
and connection 508 is coupled to connection 542, with a 
40 commonly available plug-in connector 544. Examples of 
plug-in connector 544 include, but are not limited to, a 
commercially available banana plug, coaxial cable 
connector, alligator clip, lug, screw or the like. Alternatively, 
connections 506 and 508 are fixably attached to connections 
45 540 and 542, respectively, thereby providing a secure cou-
pling. 
Signal recorder 532 is coupled to memory 534 via con-
nection 546. The received signals corresponding to the input 
and output pulses detected by the input signal detector 502 
50 and the output signal detector 504, respectively, are pro-
cessed into an appropriate data format for storage into the 
data storage area 536 in a manner described below. 
Processor 530 is coupled to memory 534 via connection 
548. Processor 530, as described hereinafter, executes the 
55 analysis logic 538 residing in memory 534 so that the data 
corresponding to the detected input and output pulses, 
described above and residing in the data storage area 536, 
are processed into frequency bins in a manner described 
below. Processor output connection 550 is coupled to con-
60 nection 528 so that a suitable output report may be provided. 
For convenience of illustration, connection 550 is coupled to 
connection 528 with a plug-in connector 544, described 
above. However, alternative embodiments may employ 
other types of suitable connectors, or connection 550 may be 
65 fixably attached to connection 528, without departing sub-
stantially from the operation and functionality of the present 
invention. 
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In an alternative embodiment, processor 530 is coupled to 
an optional viewing screen (not shown). The optional view-
ing screen is used by the user to view selected detected input 
and output pulses, and/or the output reports generated by 
processor 530. The viewing screen may be any suitable 5 
device for displaying an output signal. For example, but not 
limited to, a viewing screen may be a cathode ray tube 
(CRT), a fiat panel screen, a light emitting diode (LED) 
screen, liquid crystal display (LCD), or any other well 
known viewing device. An on-line winding test unit 500 
10 
employing any suitable viewing screen embodiment is 
intended to be within the scope of this disclosure and 
protected by the accompanying claims. 
Summarizing, when on-line winding test unit 500 and 
output signal detector 504 are coupled to transformer 102 as 
described above, a pulse originating on the energy delivery 15 
system, detected by the input signal detector 502, propagates 
through the transformer windings (not shown) and an output 
pulse is detected by output signal detector 504. A signal 
corresponding to the detected input pulse and a signal 
corresponding to the detected output pulse are provided to 20 
signal recorder 532. Signal recorder 532 receives the signals 
and provides data corresponding to the signals to memory 
534 for storage in the data storage area 536 on memory 534. 
As the signal recorder 532 is providing data correspond-
ing to the detected input pulse and the detected output pulse 25 
into the data storage area 536, processor 530 executes 
analysis logic 538 to further process the stored input pulse 
and output pulse data. Ultimately, a characteristic signature 
26 
FFT of the output pulse, y(t), and then multiplying by the 
FFT of the same output pulse, as shown in equation 8 below: 
Eq. 8 
Where Y(f) is the FFT of the output signal y(t) 
Next, the cross-spectra Gx/f) from input to output is 
calculated by computing the complex conjugate (*) of the 
FFT of the input pulse x(t) with the FFT of the output pulse 
y(t) as shown in equation 9 below: 
Where X(f) is the FFT of the input signal x(t) 
And Y(f) is the FFT of the output signal y(t) 
Eq. 9 
For each frequency bin, H(f), is calculated in one embodi-
ment by dividing approximately 10 averages of the cross-
spectra Gx/f) by the corresponding approximately 10 aver-
ages of the auto-spectra G=(f) for each one of the frequency 
bins in accordance with equation 10 below: 
Eq. 10 
Other embodiments may calculate H(f) using any suitable 
number of Gx/f) and G=(f) data. 
Next, a determination must be made whether or not each 
one of the calculated characteristic signature portions of H(f) 
is valid or invalid. That is, for each data point associated 
with each data bin, the characteristic signature portion is 
evaluated to determine if the data point provides useable 
of the monitored transformer winding is calculated over a 
frequency range of interest. 30 
information. If the data point is determined to be valid, the 
data point is saved for further analysis. If the data point is 
determined to be invalid, the data point is rejected and/or 
discarded. Thus, a database having valid H(f) data points is 
eventually accumulated after the detection of a suitable 
An alternative embodiment of the on-line winding test 
unit 500 is configured such that the signal recorder 532 
provides data corresponding to the detected input pulse and 
the detected output pulse directly to processor 530. Proces-
sor 530 processes the data received from the signal recorder 35 
532 into the appropriate frequency bins, and then stores the 
data points for each of the frequency bins into the data 
storage area 536. Such an embodiment may be particularly 
advantageous when the overall memory storage region of 
memory 534 is limited in capacity. 
number of pulses such that a characteristic signature for the 
monitored transformer winding may be determined, in a 
manner described hereinafter. 
F. On-Line Testing to Determine H(f) Data 
To determine whether a data pair in a frequency bin is 
valid or invalid, the coherence of the data point and/or the 
40 
random error of the data point is considered. The coherence 
for each data point is calculated according to the coherence 
function y2x/f), as shown in equation 11 below: 
As described above, a voltage pulse (corresponding to an 
abrupt change in voltage and/or current) is generated out on 
the energy delivery system. The pulse propagates through 
the energy delivery system to the transformer 102 and is 45 
subsequently applied to the monitored terminal 110 of 
transformer 102. The incoming pulse is detected by the input 
signal detector 502 and an output pulse is detected by the 
output signal detector 504. Data corresponding to the 
detected input and output pulses are then simultaneously 50 
digitized and processed by FFT to be allocated to a plurality 
of predefined frequency bins. Thus, for each of the detected 
input pulses and output pulses, a frequency domain data 
point is stored in each one of the frequency bins. Next, the 
analysis process computes the auto-spectral densities and a 55 
cross-spectral density of each of the data points for each 
frequency bin, as described below. 
Eq. 11 
The coherence function y2x/f) is a real valued function 
having a magnitude ranging from 0 to 1. A value of 1 would 
indicate a perfect linear relationship from the input pulse 
portion to the detected output pulse portion in the frequency 
bin. A value of 0 would indicate a complete non-linear 
relationship between the input pulse portion and the detected 
output pulse portion in the frequency bin. In addition, the 
coherence function is sensitive to improper digitizing 
( alaising) of the input and output pulses and will also 
respond to high input noise levels. Problems in all these 
areas will lower the calculated coherence value on a point by 
point basis of the characteristic signature H(f). The coher-
ence function y2 x/f) is very sensitive to relatively small 
errors in the magnitude (or phase) estimate for the charac-
teristic signature, H(f). In one embodiment, a data point 
having a coherence of 0.4 or greater is considered as a valid 
data point. Data points having a coherence of less than 0.4 
are considered invalid and are rejected. 
For each frequency bin, the auto-spectra G=(f) is calcu-
lated by computing the complex conjugate (*) of the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) of the input pulse, x(t), and then 60 
multiplying by the FFT of the same input pulse as shown in 
equation 7 below: 
Additionally, a further determination of whether data in a 
frequency bin or any number of bins is valid or invalid is 
65 made by computing the random error function for the H(f). 
Eq. 7 
Where X(f) is the FFT of the input signal x(t) 
Then, for each frequency bin, the auto-spectra Gyy(f) is 
calculated by computing the complex conjugate (*) of the 
The random error, ErlH(f)I, provides a statistical analysis of 
the data and defines a 95% confidence interval for the H(f) 
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data that is graphed over a frequency range of interest. The 
random error for the frequency bin(s) of the present test can 
28 
connection means so that a plurality H(f)'s for a plurality of 
windings can be determined and compared in accordance 
with the present invention. 
A connection 702 is configured to couple the winding test 
5 unit 700 with high voltage bushing 104 terminal 110. 
be compared to the random error for the same frequency 
bin(s) on a past test for the same test configuration. If the 
random error increases significantly for the 95% confidence 
interval during a follow-up test, then there is a problem with 
the test set-up for this particular test. For example, there 
could be problems such as loss of input pulse, open leads, or 
open connections, or wrong connections etc. with the test 
set. A real change in H(f) due to winding displacement will 10 
not significantly change the random error calculation for a 
given test configuration. 
Connections 704 and 706 are similarly configured to couple 
the winding test unit 700 with terminals 112 and 114. A 
connection 708 is configured to couple the winding test unit 
700 with the neutral voltage bushing 124 terminal 126. 
As described above for the winding test units 300 and 
500, the connections 702 and 708 provide for testing and/or 
accumulating test data for the winding between terminals 
110 and 126. Such testing and/or accumulation of data may 
be done when transformer 107 is off-line or on-line, depend-
The 95% confidence interval is calculated according to 
the random error function ErlH(f)I, as shown in equation 12 
below, from a previously collected data base of known valid 
data points: 
Eq. 12 
The term nd equals the number of spectral density aver-
ages used in the H(f) calculation 
15 ing upon the embodiment. Similarly, the connections 704 
and 708, and the connections 706 and 708, provide for 
testing and/or accumulating test data for the windings 
between terminals 112 and 126, and between terminals 114 
and 126, respectively. In accordance with the present 
20 invention, H(f)'s can be determined for the three high 
voltage side windings without having to reconfigure con-
nections to test and/or accumulate test data for each winding 
separately. 
Over a period of time, a sufficient number of pulses are 
generated out on the energy delivery system. These pulses 
propagate through the energy delivery system to transformer 
102 (FIGS. 5 and 6). Many of the pulses will have sufficient 
energy in at least some portions of the frequency range of the 
characteristic signature to generate a plurality of valid data 
points for H(f). After a sufficient number of input pulses 
have propagated through the monitored winding such that a 
pre-determined number of frequency bins contain a suitable 
amount of usable data for analysis, the processor 530 (FIG. 30 
6), in one embodiment, automatically calculates a charac-
teristic signature of the monitored winding. The H(f) data 
points for a selected number of frequency bins are combined 
Connections 710, 712 and 714 are configured to couple 
25 the winding test unit 700 with terminals 122 associated with 
low voltage bushings 116, 118 and 120, respectively. 
Accordingly, the connections 710, 712 and 714 provide for 
testing and/or accumulating test data for the windings 
between terminals 122 and 126. In accordance with the 
to create a characteristic signature over the frequency range 
of interest. Many of the "empty" or unusable frequency bins 35 
can be omitted from the H(f) construction and still provide 
a very good H(f) representation. For example, most winding 
deformation and/or displacement alters H(f) over many 
adjacent frequency bins, so omitting some frequency bins 
will not significantly compromise the H(f) construction. In 40 
summary, the characteristic signature is computed by aggre-
gating the H(f) from the usable and sufficient frequency bins 
for the H(f) bandwidth of interest. 
H(f) is calculated for data points collected over some 
known period of time. The period of time that the data points 45 
were collected over must be sufficiently long enough so that 
a suitable number of data points for each frequency bin are 
collected. However, the period of time must not be so long 
as to compromise the characteristic signature due to long 
term changes such as extreme ambient seasonal 50 
temperatures, transformer oil processing, or normal aging 
etc. That is, the period of time must be short enough that 
there has been little or no probability of substantial winding 
deformation and/or displacement. For convenience, this 
time period is referred to herein as a predefined testing time 55 
period. Furthermore, when H(f) and the associated coher-
ence data is saved, other relevant data is also saved such that 
the H(f) and the associated coherence data is identifiable. 
For example, but not limited to, the starting and ending dates 
and/or times of the data collection period may be identified. 60 
Transformer serial number, transformer location and/or 
winding identification may be included. Other information 
of interest may also be included. 
G. Multiphase Testing Embodiment 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a winding 65 
test unit 700 coupled to a plurality of terminals of trans-
former 102. The winding test unit includes a plurality of 
present invention, H(f)'s can be determined for the three low 
voltage side windings without having to reconfigure con-
nections and/or accumulate test data for each winding sepa-
rately. The H(f)'s can then be compared in accordance with 
the present invention as described above such that signifi-
cant winding deformation, displacement, and/or insulation 
degradation can be detected in the low voltage windings if 
significant asymmetries in the H(f)'s are identified. 
If desired, test data for a plurality of electromagnetically 
and/or capacitively coupled windings may be recorded such 
that an H(f) associated with the plurality of coupled wind-
ings are determined. For example, the winding associated 
with terminal 110 may be associated, by phase, with the 
winding associated with terminal 122 of the low voltage 
bushing 116. By detecting signals at terminal 110 and 
terminal 122 of the low voltage bushing 116, an H(f) for the 
two coupled windings can be determined. Similarly, H(f)'s 
for the terminal 112 and terminal 122 of the low voltage 
bushing 118, and for the terminal 114 and terminal 122 of the 
low voltage bushing 118, can be determined. These H(f)'s 
can be determined without having to reconfigure connec-
tions and/or accumulate test data for each of the coupled 
winding pairs separately. The H(f)'s can then be compared 
in accordance with the present invention as described above 
such that significant winding deformation, displacement, 
and/or insulation degradation can be detected in the mag-
netically and/or capacitively coupled winding pairs if sig-
nificant asymmetries in the H(f)'s are identified. 
The above-described connections, in one embodiment, 
are configured to couple to the winding test unit 700 using 
plug-in attachments 716. In another embodiment, the con-
nections are fixably attached to the winding test unit 700. 
It should be emphasized that the above-described 
"embodiments" of the winding test unit, particularly, any 
"preferred" embodiments, are merely possible examples of 
implementations, merely set forth for a clear understanding 
of the principles of the winding test unit. Many variations 
and modifications may be made to the above-described 
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embodiment(s) of the winding test unit without departing 
substantially from the spirit and principles of the winding 
test unit. All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of the winding test 
unit, and be protected by the claims that follow. 
Therefore, the following is claimed: 
1. A system for testing a plurality of windings, compris-
ing: 
5 
an input signal sensor configured to detect a plurality of 
input signals entering a plurality of corresponding 10 
windings; 
an output signal sensor configured to detect a plurality of 
output signals, each one of the output signals corre-
sponding to one of the input signals after the corre-
sponding input signal has propagated through one of 15 
the plurality of windings; and 
30 
applying an input signal; 
detecting an output signal corresponding to the input 
signal, the output signal resulting from a propagation of 
the input signal through the winding; and 
computing the H(f) based upon the input signal and the 
output signal. 
7. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of 
repeating the steps of applying, detecting and computing a 
plurality of times for each one of the plurality of windings. 
8. The method of claim 4, further comprising, for each one 
of the plurality of windings, the steps of: 
detecting an input signal; 
detecting an output signal corresponding to the input 
signal, the output signal resulting from a propagation of 
the input signal through the winding; and 
computing the H(f) based upon the input signal and the 
output signal. 
9. The method of claim 4, further comprising, for each one 
20 of the plurality of windings, the steps of: 
a processor communicatively coupled to the input signal 
sensor and the output signal sensor, the processor 
programmed to compute a plurality of unique charac-
teristic signatures [H(f)'s] from the plurality of input 
signals and the corresponding output signal associated 
with each of the plurality of windings, to compute a 
unique plurality of differential H(f)'s from a plurality of 
H(f) pairs selected from the plurality of H(f)'s, and to 
25 
compare the plurality of differential H(f)'s to identify at 
least one asymmetry. 
2. The system of claim 1, wherein the processor is further 
configured to: 
compute for each one of the plurality of input signals an 30 
auto-spectral density (Gxx) based upon a frequency 
response X(f) of each input signal; 
compute a cross-spectral density (Gxy) based upon the 
frequency response X(f) of each input signal and a 
frequency response Y(f) of the associated output signal; 35 
and 
compute the plurality of H(f)'s for each winding based 
upon Gxy and Gxx for associated pairs of the plurality 
of input and the plurality of output signals. 
3. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
a signal generator, the signal generator configured to 
generate the plurality of input signals that are applied to 
each of the plurality of windings; 
40 
a means for adjusting the input signals and coupled to the 
signal generator, the means for adjusting configured to 45 
adjust at lease one parameter of a generated input 
signal; and 
an input control means coupled to the means for adjusting 
so that a user may selectively adjust the parameter. 
50 4. A method for analyzing a plurality of windings, the 
method comprising the steps of: 
determining a plurality of characteristic signatures [H(f) 
's] for each of the plurality of windings; 
determining a plurality of differential characteristic sig- 55 
natures [H(f)'s] from a plurality of H(f) pairs selected 
from the plurality of H(f)'s; 
comparing the differential H(f)'s; and 
identifying at least one asymmetry between the differen-
tial H(f)'s. 
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the step of comparing 
further comprises the step of comparing the symmetry of the 
H(f)'s, and wherein the step of identifying further comprises 
the step of determining a magnitude of the at least one 
asymmetry between the differential H(f)'s. 
6. The method of claim 4, further comprising, for each one 
of the plurality of windings, the steps of: 
60 
65 
determining an input signal frequency response [X(f)] for 
an input signal over a frequency range of interest, the 
frequency range of interest being divided into a plu-
rality of frequency bins each corresponding to a pre-
defined portion of the frequency range of interest, such 
that the X(f) comprises a plurality of X(f) data values 
each uniquely assigned to one of the corresponding 
frequency bins; 
determining an output signal frequency response [Y(f)] 
for an output signal, such that the Y(f) comprises a 
plurality of Y(f) data values each uniquely assigned to 
one of the corresponding frequency bins; 
computing an input signal auto-spectral density ( Gx.x) for 
the input signal frequency response X(f), such that the 
Gxx comprises a plurality of G= data values each 
uniquely assigned to one of the corresponding fre-
quency bins; 
computing a cross-spectral density (Gxy) from the input 
signal frequency response X(f) and the output signal 
frequency response Y(f), such that the Gxy comprises a 
plurality of Gxy data values each uniquely assigned to 
one of the corresponding frequency bins; 
repeating a plurality of times the steps of: determining 
X(f), determining Y(f), computing G=, and computing 
Gxy; and 
computing an average characteristic signature [H(f)] for 
the winding based upon an average of Gxy and G=, 
such that the average H(f) comprises a plurality of H(f) 
data values each uniquely assigned to one of the 
corresponding frequency bins. 
10. The method of claim 9, further comprising the steps 
of: 
defining a plurality of pairs of H(f)'s for the plurality of 
windings selected from the average H(f)'s; 
for each of the pairs of the H(f)'s, determining a differ-
ential H(f) data value for each of the frequency bins, the 
differential H(f) data value corresponding to the differ-
ence between the H(f) data values associated with each 
one of the plurality of pairs of H(f)'s at each of the 
frequency bins; and 
determining the plurality of differential H(f)'s, each of the 
differential characteristic signatures comprised of the 
determined differential H(f) data values for each of the 
frequency bins. 
11. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step 
of screening the determined plurality of differential H(f)'s to 
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identify at least a portion of the differential H(t)'s greater 
than a predefined threshold. 
12. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step 
of normalizing each of the differential H(t)'s. 
13. The method of claim 12, wherein the step of normal- 5 
izing further includes the step of dividing each of the 
determined differential H(t) data values for each of the 
frequency bins by the corresponding differential H(t) data 
value from a selected one of the differential H(t)'s. 
14. The method of claim 12, wherein the step of normal- 10 
izing further includes the steps of: 
determining for each of the plurality of frequency bins a 
plurality of average differential H(t) data values, the 
average differential H(t) data values determined by 
computing the average of the differential H(t) data 15 
values at corresponding frequency bins; and 
dividing each of the determined differential H(t) data 
value for each of the frequency bins by the correspond-
ing average differential H(t) data value. 
15. The method of claim 12, wherein the step of normal- 20 
izing further includes the steps of: 
adding H(t) data values for the H(t) pairs associated with 
one of the differential H(t)s; 
dividing the added H(t) data values by a total number of 
25 
frequency bins in the H(t) pairs to determine an average 
data value; and 
dividing each of the determined differential H(t) data 
values for each of the frequency bins by the average 
data value. 




multiplying each of the determined normalized differen-
tial H(t) data values for each of the frequency bins by 
(1-ErlH(t)I data value)2 for a second H(t) of the cor-
responding H(t) pair; 
averaging the multiplied determined normalized differen-
tial H(t) data values to determine a number; 
multiplying the number by a constant to determine a 
resultant number; 
determining an average ErlH(t)I data value; and 
dividing the resultant number by (1-average ErlH(t)I data 
value)2 . 
19. The method of claim 16, further comprising the step 
of determining a weighted normalized difference (WND) 
value from the weighted normalized differential H(t)'s. 
20. The method of claim 19, for three of the plurality of 
windings such that there is a first WND value associated 
with a first winding pair, a second WND value associated 
with a second winding pair and a third WND value associ-
ated with a third winding pair, for each of the frequency bins, 
wherein the step of determining the WND value further 
comprises the steps of: 
averaging the first WND value and the second WND 
value to determine an average value; 
dividing the average value by the third WND value to 
determine an aggregate WND value; 
subtracting one from the aggregate WND value to deter-
mine a final WND value; and 
converting the final WND value to a percentage. 
21. The method of claim 20, wherein the first WND value 
and the second WND value each have a magnitude that is 
greater than a magnitude of the third WND value. 
22. The method of claim 20, wherein the first WND value 
computing an auto-spectral density (Gyy) based upon the 
frequ~ncy response Y(t), such that the GYY comprises a 
plurality of GYY data values each uniquely assigned to 
one of the corresponding frequency bins; 
computing a coherence function [ y2 xy], such that the y2 xy 
comprises a plurality of y2xy data values each uniquely 
assigned to one of the corresponding frequency bins; 
35 
corresponds to a first differential H(t) associated with the 
first winding pair, the second WND value corresponds to a 
second differential H(t) associated with the second winding 
pair, and the third WND value corresponds to a third 
differential H(t) associated with the third winding pair. 
computing an error function (Er), based upon the y2xy such 
that the Er comprises a plurality of Er data values each 
uniquely assigned to one of the corresponding fre-
quency bins; and 
40 
23. The method of claim 19, further comprising the steps 
of: 
weighting the normalized differential H(t)'s by a number 
corresponding to the computed Er to determine a 45 
weighted normalized differential H(t)'s. 
17. The method of claim 16, wherein the step of weighting 
further comprising the steps of: 
multiplying each of the determined normalized differen-
tial H(t) data values for each of the frequency bins by 
50 
(1-ErlH(t)I data value)2 for a first H(t) of the corre-
sponding H(t) pair; 
multiplying each of the determined normalized differen-
tial H(t) data values for each of the frequency bins by 55 
(1-ErlH(t)I data value)2 for a second H(t) of the cor-
responding H(t) pair; 
determining an average ErlH(t)I data value; and 
dividing each of the determined normalized differential 
H(t) data value differences for each of the frequency 60 
bins by (1-average ErlH(t)I data value)2 . 
18. The method of claim 16, wherein the step of weighting 
further comprising the steps of: 
multiplying each of the determined normalized differen-
tial H(t) data values for each of the frequency bins by 65 
(1-ErlH(t)I data value)2 for a first H(t) of the corre-
sponding H(t) pair; 
comparing the WND value with a first predefined thresh-
old; 
communicating a first message when the WND value is 
less than the first predefined threshold; and 
communicating a second message when the WND value 
is at least equal to the first predefined threshold. 
24. The method of claim 23, further comprising the steps 
of: 
communicating the first message using a first color to 
indicate that the condition of the plurality of windings 
are acceptable; and 
communicating the second message using a second color 
to indicate that the condition of the plurality of wind-
ings are not acceptable. 
25. The method of claim 4, wherein the steps of 
determining, comparing and identifying for each one of the 
plurality of windings is performed within a predefined 
testing time period. 
26. A system for testing a plurality of windings, compris-
ing: 
means for determining a plurality of characteristic signa-
tures [H(t)'s] for each of the plurality of windings; 
means for determining a plurality of differential charac-
teristic signatures [H(t)'s] from a plurality of H(t) pairs 
selected from the plurality of H(t)'s; 
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means for comparing the differential H(f)'s; and 
means for identifying at least one significant asymmetry 
between the differential H(f)'s. 
34 
determining a plurality of differential characteristic sig-
natures [H(f)'s] from a plurality of H(f) pairs selected 
from the plurality of H(f)'s; 
comparing the differential H(f)'s; and 
identifying at least one significant asymmetry between the 
differential H(f)'s. 
27. The system of claim 26, wherein the means for 
comparing further comprises means for comparing a sym- 5 
metry of the H(f)'s, and wherein the means for identifying 
further comprises means for determining a magnitude of the 29. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, wherein 
the logic for comparing further comprises logic for compar-
ing the symmetry of the H(f)'s, and wherein the logic for 
10 identifying further comprises logic for determining a mag-
nitude of the at least one significant asymmetry between the 
differential H(f)'s. 
at least one significant asymmetry between the differential 
H(f)'s. 
28. A computer-readable medium having a program for 
testing a plurality of windings, the program comprising logic 
configured to perform the steps of: 
determining a plurality of characteristic signatures [H(f) 
's] for each of the plurality of windings; * * * * * 
